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Sense and Stigma in the Gospels

2013-10

louise j lawrence presents provocative re interpretations of
biblical characters that have previously been sidelined and
stigmatised on account of their perceived disability she
introduces approaches taken from sensory anthropology and
disability studies to bring fresh methodological perspectives to
familiar gospel texts

Gospel Figures in Art

2003

in viewing the great works of sacred western art many people
find difficulty in understanding the stories and identifying the
figures portrayed in them this informative guide decodes these
often mysterious scenes and reveals a vibrant world of images
from the christian tradition for museum visitors students and art
enthusiasts alike gospel figures in art examines depictions of
stories and figures from both the new testament s canonical
gospels the books of matthew mark luke and john and the
apocryphal gospels early christian writings excluded from the
new testament because of their unsubstantiated authorship
which served as rich sources of inspiration for medieval and
renaissance artists illustrated with masterpieces from many of
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the world s premier museums the art works provided as visual
references are carefully analyzed sections are devoted to the
principal figures in the life of jesus christ his family and the
evangelists and to the major biographical turning points his birth
and baptism his public life the miracles and good deeds he
performed his crucifixion resurrection and the events that
followed this indispensable resource makes the icons and
narratives of sacred art come to life

Montage Depictions Of The Life Of Jesus

2013-11-11

stories of jesus have been told throughout time but the great
fine art masters brought the narrative to light in very unique
and poignant ways scholars and students of the bible appreciators
of art and people who simply seek understanding through the
visual medium will enjoy this heartfelt rendering of the various
stages of jesus life through their meticulous choice of fine art
james william and jacquelyn m allen draw the observer into a
world that often finds expression within the purview of text
though scripture and other scholarship paint picture with words
the artistic universe offers a shocking paradigm shift suddenly
we are there in judea feeling empathy and joy for mary and
joseph a young couple who have been told of the savior s
forthcoming arrival their very own newborn angels the three
wise men also known as the magi and a host of other
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participants come to life through breathtaking brush strokes that
magically vanquish millennia created through artful use of
digital technology james william allen s photoshop montages
juxtapose various renditions of artistic brilliance across the ages
demonstrating the timeless impact of jesus birth life trajectory
death resurrection and ascension the text was largely derived
from the canonical bible four accounts according to the gospels of
matthew mark luke and john the authors of this work neither
purport to be biblical scholars nor intend to set forth a particular
set of religious or spiritual principals the book is primarily
offered for aesthetic purposes and in tribute to a remarkable life
that eternally endures

Theologies of the Gospel in Context

2017-08-25

many preachers and teachers of preaching talk about the gospel
few name it theologies of the gospel in context assembles a
gifted group of homileticians who think that preachers need to
be able to articulate the gospel not in general but in a certain
time and place in context they consider what gospel sounds like
for people under oppression in capitalist economies in
neocolonial contexts for survivors of trauma and for
disestablished mainline churches marred by racism preachers
will appreciate these preacher scholars desire to articulate the
gospel with clarity especially since the term is so often left
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unexplained homileticians will see a new genre of doing their
work as teachers and researchers in preaching a vision that helps
preaching see itself not just as an adjunct to exegesis or
communication but a place of doing theology in these pages
homiletics is more than technique it is a truly theological
discipline

How to Read the Gospels

2024-05-29

this accessible introduction to the gospels examines the
distinctive messages offered by the texts giving students a better
understanding of methods and interpretations it explores a close
reading of each gospel and encourages students to approach texts
from their own perspectives from postcolonialism to
environmentalism the discussion questions included will help
students focus their reflections on the gospel narrative its
theology and methods of reading it how to read the gospels is an
ideal textbook for undergraduate and seminary classrooms the
book aims to reach seminary and graduate students who study
the gospels critically and comprehensively it provides user
friendly summaries such as the basics of each gospel authorship
history important parables etc the jesus of each gospel and
notable interpretation and translation issues without reading the
entire story readers often focus on only specific passages this
book aims to foster close reading of each entire text sensitizing
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students to historical and literary issues that commonly arise and
helping them better understand various ways to interpret these
formative stories what makes this book unique is that it also
engages various readings of the gospels from traditional to
deconstruction approaches including womanist interpretation
disability interpretation ecological interpretation and many more
for example how can readers understand the story of jesus
surprising conversation with the samaritan woman in john 4
through the lens of feminism or postcolonial criticism by
providing alternative ways to think about these stories and
various methods of approaching texts that may be new to the
student the book opens up how such passages can be interpreted
and appreciated

Jesus the Jew

1981-01-01

this now classic book is a significant corrective to several recent
developments in the study of the historical jesus in contrast to
depictions of jesus as a wandering cynic teacher geza vermes
offers a portrait based on evidence of charismatic activity in first
century galilee vermes shows how the major new testament
titles of jesus prophet lord messiah son of man son of god can be
understood in this historical context the result is a description of
jesus that retains its power and its credibility
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Writing the Gospels

2019-02-21

in this book prominent biblical scholars engage with francis
watson s most striking arguments on the creation of the gospels
their contributions focus in particular on his argument for a
fourfold gospel rather than four separate gospels his argument
against q but for an early sayings collection and on the larger
landscape of jesus studies gospel reception and interpretation the
contributors ask whether and in what ways watson s
reorientation of gospel studies is successful and explore its
implications for research leading scholars including jens schröter
margaret mitchell richard bauckham and many others provide a
close critical and creative engagement with watson s work more
than merely a critical review of watson s writing this book
carries forward his work with fresh treatments and provides an
essential volume for students and scholars seeking to understand
the landscape of gospel studies and to explore new directions
within it

Permission Granted--Take the Bible into
Your Own Hands

2015-04-07
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millions of people around the world look to the bible as a source
of encouragement and faith formation a reminder that god is
love and is in control and a guide to living one s life the way
god desires but this treasured book has also been misused and
manipulated by many placed on a pedestal of untouchability and
protected from questioning and honest engagement in
permission granted jennifer grace bird encourages people of
faith to explore the texts on their own freed from long held
myths and misconceptions experience the bible anew and
appreciate this holy book for what it isâ not what we think it
should be with the sensitivity of one who has discovered this
freedom herself bird invites readers to engage what the bible
really says about twelve key issues including sin sex and the
role of women

Deeper Secrets of Human Evolution in the
Light of the Gospels

2021-10-14

the personality who received the christ being into himself in his
thirtieth year is a complex entelechy only on the basis of the
akashic record can an accurate view be gained as to why the life
of jesus is so diversely presented in the various gospels rudolf
steinerpreviously untranslated this collection of twelve lectures
represents a middle point in rudolf steiner s unique exposition of
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the christian gospels his momentous courses on st john and st
luke had already been delivered whilst his lectures on the
matthew and mark gospels were yet to follow here he
examines the varying depictions of christ in the gospels
explaining that they represent four different but
complementary perspectives steiner s unparalleled insights are
based on his firsthand ability to research the spiritual akashic
record the universal compendium of all events thoughts
emotions and intentions the twelve lectures include the gospels
buddha and the two jesus children four varying depictions of
christ in the four gospels the mission of the ancient hebrew
people preparations for an understanding of the christ event on
the right attitude to anthroposophy the gospel of matthew and
the christ conundrum group souls and individuality god within
and the god in outer manifestation the christmas tree as a
symbol and a christmas mood translated by christiana bryan this
volume features an introduction by tom ravetz as well as notes
and an index

Deeper Secrets of Human Evolution in
Light of the Gospels

2021-10-14

the personality who received the christ being into himself in his
thirtieth year is a complex entelechy only on the basis of the
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akashic record can an accurate view be gained as to why the life
of jesus is so diversely presented in the various gospels rudolf
steiner previously untranslated this collection of twelve lectures
represents a middle point in rudolf steiner s unique exposition of
the christian gospels his momentous courses on st john and st
luke had already been delivered whilst his lectures on the
matthew and mark gospels were yet to follow here he
examines the varying depictions of christ in the gospels
explaining that they represent four different but
complementary perspectives steiner s unparalleled insights are
based on his firsthand ability to research the spiritual akashic
record the universal compendium of all events thoughts
emotions and intentions the twelve lectures include the gospels
buddha and the two jesus children four varying depictions of
christ in the four gospels the mission of the ancient hebrew
people preparations for an understanding of the christ event on
the right attitude to anthroposophy the gospel of matthew and
the christ conundrum group souls and individuality god within
and the god in outer manifestation the christmas tree as a
symbol and a christmas mood translated by christiana bryan this
volume features an introduction by tom ravetz as well as notes
and an index

The Gospels Behind the Gospels

2023-02-23
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what if we have been missing a whole stage of how the
canonical gospels came to be what if there were a whole raft of
prior jesus narratives whether written or oral the fragmentary
vestiges of which now appear in matthew mark luke and john
this would explain why these gospels seem over crowded with
incompatible understandings of jesus christologies in the gospels
behind the gospels innovative biblical scholar robert m price
attempts to reassemble the puzzle pieces disclosing several
earlier gospels of communities who imagined jesus as the
predicted return of the prophet elijah the samaritan taheb a
second moses a resurrected john the baptist a theophany of
yahweh a gnostic revealer a zealot revolutionary etc as these
various sects shrank and collapsed their remaining followers
would have come together just as modern churches and
denominations seek to survive by merging and consolidating
our canonical gospels might be the result similarly price
explores the possibility that paul apollos cephas and christ listed
as if on a par in 1 corinthians 1 12 were originally figureheads of
rival sects who eventually merged in much the same way you
will never read the gospels the same way again

New Testament Basics

2022-10-11

new testament basics introduces college university seminary
and divinity school students to the study of the new testament
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authors stefan alkier and david m moffitt adopt five major aims i
to explore how the bible came to exist dealing with the
formation and significance of the christian canon ii to discuss the
ways the bible continues to exert influence on contemporary
culture demonstrating the ongoing value and importance of
biblical literacy iii to introduce readers to some of the most
fundamental methods used in the study of the new testament
including a substantial discussion of semiotics and its usefulness
for new testament interpretation iv to provide a survey of
central historical social and economic information as important
contextual knowledge for interpreting the new testament and v
to offer some brief discussion of the contents of several new
testament texts and consider ways they might inform
theological reflection in the end alkier and moffitt s new
testament basics fosters within students important competencies
needed to read and interpret the new testament for themselves

Preaching Jesus

1997

the postliberal cultural linguistic theology of the vale school has
been one of the most important theological developments in the
united states during the latter twentieth century in this unique
book which combines theological analysis and homiletical
reflection charles campbell examines postliberal theology as it is
embodied in the work of hans frei and develops the implications
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of this theological position for the theory and practice of
preaching arguing that the trouble with homiletics today is
fundamentally theological campbell offers frei s theological
position as a means for enriching the christian pulpit and
renewing the church

Theology and Narrative

1993-09-23

hans w frei 1922 1988 was one of the most influential american
theologians of his generation early in his career he drew
attention to the importance of biblical narratives he helped make
karl barth once again a creative voice in contemporary theology
and he served as a model of what his colleague george lindbeck
has called postliberal theology this volume collects ten of frei s
lectures and essays many of them never before published
addressing audiences of theologians biblical scholars and literary
critics frei explores the implications of his work for
hermeneutics and christology and discusses barth
schleiermacher and his own teacher h richard niebuhr william
placher has provided an introduction to frei s life and work and
the volume ends with an essay by george hunsinger on frei s
significance for theology today this collection provides an
unrivaled introduction to frei s work
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The Gospel of John

2012-02-22

the author of a much loved two volume matthew commentary
1990 that he greatly revised and expanded fourteen years later
frederick dale bruner now offers the gospel of john a
commentary more rich fruit of his lifetime of study and
teaching rather than relying primarily on recent scholarship
bruner honors and draws from the church s major john
commentators throughout history including augustine
chrysostom aquinas luther calvin bultmann barrett and many
more alongside this historical interpretation is bruner s own
contemporary interpretation which incorporates a lucid
translation of the text references to recent scholarship and his
pastoral application of the gospel to present day experience like
bruner s other work this commentary is rich in biblical insights
broadly historical and deeply theological here is what eugene
peterson said about bruner s earlier work on matthew this is the
kind of commentary i most want a theological wrestling with
scripture frederick dale bruner grapples with the text not only
as a technical exegete although he does that very well but as a
church theologian caring passionately about what these words
tell us about god and ourselves his matthew commentary is in
the grand traditions of augustine calvin and luther expansive
and leisurely loving the text the people in it and the christians
who read it the same could well be said about the present john
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commentary which promises to be another invaluable resource
for pastors teachers and laypeople alike

The Apocryphal Gospels

2021-11-19

the new testament contains four accounts of the life of jesus to
some people in antiquity four was too many disagreements in
the gospels over what jesus said and did triggered debate
between insiders and drew criticism from outsiders to other
people four was not enough as early as the first century
christians wrote additional gospels each with their own
portrayal of jesus and depictions of his relationships with his
family his followers and his father while these gospels were not
included in the new testament canon many continued to be
important for christian thought and practice all these texts
moreover are significant for the study of emergent christianity
this short accessible introduction draws on current scholarship on
the various noncanonical or apocryphal gospels to present this
fascinating literature to readers eager to learn more about their
origins contents and meaning the book begins with a discussion
of the distinction between gospels that became canonical and
those that came to be regarded as apocryphal then the gospels
are presented in chapters arranged according to jesus ministry
from infancy gospels to texts about jesus earthly career to his
passion resurrection and postresurrection appearances this book
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demonstrates how early christians confronted crises in their
communities through story crafting new accounts of jesus life
that expanded upon and sometimes challenged the gospels that
became canonical the apocryphal gospels are not scripture but
they are no less valuable for understanding christianity in its
formative centuries and beyond

Anthropomorphic Depictions of God

2012

this monumental study examines issues of anthropomorphism in
the three abrahamic faiths as viewed through the texts of the
hebrew bible the new testament and the qur an throughout
history christianity and judaism have tried to make sense of god
while juxtaposing the islamic position against this the author
addresses the judeo christian worldview and how each has
chosen to framework its encounter with god to what extent this
has been the result of actual scripture and to what extent the
product of theological debate or church decrees of later centuries
and absorption of hellenistic philosophy shah also examines islam
s heavily anti anthropomorphic stance and islamic theological
discourse on tawhid as well as the ninety nine names of god and
what these have meant in relation to muslim understanding of
god and his attributes describing how these became the
touchstone of muslim discourse with judaism and christianity he
critiques theological statements and perspectives that came to
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dilute if not counter strict monotheism as secularism debates
whether god is dead the issue of anthropomorphism has become
of immense importance the quest for god especially in this day
and age is partly one of intellectual longing to shah
anthropomorphic concepts and corporeal depictions of the divine
are perhaps among the leading factors of modern atheism as such
he ultimately draws the conclusion that the postmodern longing
for god will not be quenched by pre modern anthropomorphic
and corporeal concepts of the divine which have simply brought
god down to this cosmos with a precise historical function and a
specified location reducing the intellectual and spiritual force of
what god is and represents causing the soul to detract from a
sense of the sacred and thereby belief in him

The Theology of the Gospel of Luke

1995-04-20

the gospel of luke often mined for information about the life of
jesus is also one of the earliest christian examples of narrative
theology unlike some writers of new testament books luke has
engaged in the theological task by shaping a narrative
representation of the coming and mission of jesus in doing so he
goes to great lengths to ground the work of jesus in the
continuing story of god s redemptive plan especially witnessed
in the scriptures and he also emphasises the ongoing character of
that story with the result that luke s audience is challenged to
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discern the purpose of god in order that they may embrace it
and order their lives around it this exploration of the way in
which luke accomplishes his theological task in the first century
is both informative and illuminating for contemporary readers
seeking approaches to cultural criticism and constructive
theology today

Humor in the Gospels

2015-05-05

humor in the gospels is the most comprehensive resource on
gospel humor to date terri bednarz reviews and critiques a 150
years of biblical scholarship on the subject from little known
journal articles and out of print books to the most well respected
classical works of today she covers a range of scholarly
discussions on the various forms and functions of gospel humor
from frivolity to witty allusions to satirical barbs she examines
the barriers of associating humor with the gospel depictions of
jesus the difficulties of identifying humor in ancient biblical
texts and the advances of literary contextual and rhetorical
approaches to recognizing gospel humor this important work
includes an extensive bibliography for further study of gospel
humor in particular and biblical humor in general
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The Oxford Handbook of the Synoptic
Gospels

2023

the field of synoptic studies traditionally has had two basic foci
the question of how matthew mark and luke are related to each
other what their sources are and how the gospels use their
sources constitutes the first focus collectively scholarship on the
synoptic problem has tried to address these issues and recent
years have seen renewed interest and rigorous debate about
some of the traditional approaches to the synoptic problem and
how these approaches might inform the understanding of the
origins of the early jesus movement the second focus involves
thematic studies across the three gospels these are usually but
not exclusively performed for theological purposes to tease out
the early jesus movement s thinking about the nature of jesus
the motivations for his actions the meaning of his death and
resurrection and his relationship to god these studies pay less
attention to the particular voices of the three individual synoptic
gospels because they are trying to get to the overall theological
character of jesus

Cross-Examined Films

2017-12-06
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after spending nearly a quarter of a lifetime watching popular
and independent films matthew king rn makes a point to
criticize the christian church for its lack of engagement with
films he believes that the lack of engagement and the strong
denunciation of films only because of their sexual or violent
content has lost an entire generation because of the inability to
speak the millennial language of popular hollywood films with
searing prose and biting confrontation king attempts to engage
films through the lens of theology philosophy and political
analysis to assist the church in identifying positive as well as
negative examples of the topics within to better engage an
entire generation through this investigation christians and non
christians alike will be both enlightened and surprised at what
popular films have unconsciously taught them from a young age

The Oxford Encyclopedia of the Bible and
Gender Studies

2014

as the first major encyclopedia of its kind the oxford
encyclopedia of the bible and gender studies oebgs is the go to
source for scholars and students undertaking original research in
the field extending the work of nineteenth and twentieth
century feminist scholarship and more recent queer studies the
encyclopedia seeks to advance the scholarly conversation by
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systematically exploring the ways in which gender is
constructed in the diverse texts cultures and readers that
constitute the world of the bible with contributions from leading
scholars in gender and biblical studies as well as contemporary
gender theorists classicists archaeologists and ancient historians
this comprehensive reference work reflects the diverse and
interdisciplinary nature of the field and traces both historical and
modern conceptions of gender and sexuality in the bible the two
volume encyclopedia contains more than 160 entries ranging in
length from 1 000 to 10 000 words each entry includes
bibliographic references and suggestions for further reading as
well as a topical outline and index to aid in research the oebgs
builds upon the pioneering work of biblically focused gender
theorists to help guide and encourage further gendered
discussions of the bible

Anatomies of the Gospels and Beyond

2019-01-28

the twenty five essays of anatomies of the gospels and beyond
are offered by internationally recognized new testament
scholars to honor the deep and broad legacy of r alan culpepper
by presenting a snapshot of current research in the field
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The Crowds in the Gospel of Matthew

2001-12-01

this volume identifies the crowds in the gospel of matthew and
explains their character and function it argues that a proper
appreciation of the role of the crowds is essential to an
understanding of salvation history within the gospel

The Resurrection of History

2014-09-08

did jesus really rise from the dead and does it really matter in
the resurrection of history david bruce explores what historians
theologians and new testament scholars have said about the
resurrection of jesus from a historical point of view bruce argues
that scholars don t have to dismiss the scriptural witness that he
is risen as metaphor or wishful thinking bruce examines the
development of the art of history writing and explores the
theological possibilities now open to scholars in the twenty first
century using contemporary examples bruce helps his readers
come to grips with the interrelationship of history and theology
and think like theologically informed historians respectful of
varying points of view bruce defends the traditional orthodox
view of the resurrection and challenges his readers to consider
the implications for christian faith and witness if in fact the
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resurrection of jesus was historical

Jesus Research

2019-02-07

most experts who seek to understand the historical jesus focus
only on the synoptic gospels of mark matthew and luke
however the contributors of this volume come to an important
consensus that the gospel of john preserves traditions that are
independent of the synoptics and which are often as reliable as
any known traditions for understanding the historical jesus as
such the contributors argue for the use of john s gospel in jesus
research the volume contains various critical approaches to
historical inquiry in the gospel of john including new
evaluations of the relationship between john and the synoptics
literary and rhetorical approaches comparative analysis of other
early traditions the judicious use of archaeological data and
historical interpretation of john s theological tendencies
contributing scholars include dale c allison jr paul n anderson
harold w attridge james h charlesworth r alan culpepper
michael a daise craig s keener george l parsenios petr pokorný
jan roskovec and urban c von wahlde who help to reassess fully
the historical study of john s gospel particularly with respect to
the person of jesus
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Jesus, the Gospels and Cinematic
Imagination

2021

richard walsh and jeffrey staley introduce the full history and
phenomenon of jesus movies beginning with an introduction to
the prevalent themes in cinematic depictions of jesus and
messiah figures they survey over twenty of the most influential
and distinctive individual films

Spirit-empowered Christianity in the
Twenty-first Century

2011

spirit empowered christianity in the 21st century is an
authoritative compilation of the presentations from thirty leaders
in the charismatic pentecostal movement given at the
empowered 21 conference in tulsa ok in april 2010 these
chapters share emerging insights on how the next generation
will handle the profound issues facing christians within the
charismatic pentecostal movement in the 21st century
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Authenticating Criteria in Jesus Research
and Beyond

2023-10-16

are the criteria of authenticity of jesus research idiosyncratic to
new testament studies vehicles of subjectivity and
fundamentally flawed vestiges of form criticism as some claim
today if so why do opponents of the criteria approach still use
them or are the criteria the tools of general historiography as
others assert if true none have adequately demonstrated where
and how principles such as multiple attestation general and
historical coherence dissimilarity and embarrassment feature in
general historiographic method until now this study analyzes
the methods of general historians and jesus researchers who
favor or oppose the criteria and demonstrates that regardless of
sub discipline authenticating criteria are inherent to the practice
of historiography

Negotiating the Disabled Body

2018-10-29

an intersectional study of new testament and noncanonical
literature anna rebecca solevåg explores how nonnormative
bodies are presented in early christian literature through the
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lens of disability studies in a number of case studies solevåg
shows how early christians struggled to come to terms with
issues relating to body health and dis ability in the gospel stories
apocryphal narratives pauline letters and patristic expositions
solevåg uses the concepts of narrative prosthesis gaze and stare
stigma monster theory and crip theory to examine early
christian material to reveal the multiple polyphonous
contradictory ways in which nonnormative bodies appear
features case studies that reveal a variety of understandings
attitudes medical frameworks and taxonomies for how disabled
bodies were interpreted a methodology that uses disability as an
analytical tool that contributes insights about cultural categories
ideas of otherness and social groups access to or lack of power an
intersectional perspective drawing on feminist gender queer
race class and postcolonial studies

The New Testament

2022-09-13

an accessible introduction to the new testament offering up to
date historical critical scholarship and diverse critical
perspectives the new testament a contemporary introduction
presents a concise account of the emergence of jesus traditions in
the broader context of ancient mediterranean history
incorporating established historical approaches and alternative
academic analyses this innovative textbook helps students
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understand the historical and political contexts of the authors and
their audiences and how different social identities and lived
experiences influenced the formation of the bible and its later
interpretations accomplished scholar colleen conway emphasizes
the cultural and literary context of the new testament while
drawing from historical postcolonial gender feminist and
intersectional analyses of biblical texts throughout the book
students explore how issues of race class gender sexual
orientation and power dynamics contributed to the production of
the new testament texts and continue to inform their
interpretation in the 21st century through twelve
chronologically organized chapters this book examines paul s
mission to the gentiles unity and conflict in paul s communities
the four gospel narratives the revelation to john hebrews 1
peter the new testament canon early christian writings and
more the new testament a contemporary introduction provides
an up to date introduction to historical and critical methods and
central questions in the field helps students contextualize the
different writings of the new testament as part of the
mediterranean world of the first century for example exploring
how roman imperial rule and social stratification affected the
authors of new testament texts discusses how ideas about gender
and race affect the meaning and application of new testament
texts features contemporary voices sections highlighting the
work of modern new testament scholars includes numerous
pedagogical tools such as chapter review questions key term lists
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suggested readings a timeline maps illustrations photographs a
glossary and much more designed for undergraduate students
with varying levels of biblical knowledge the new testament a
contemporary introduction is an ideal textbook for one semester
religious studies courses on the bible the new testament or early
christianity as well as undergraduate and graduate students in
history sociology and philosophy

Images of Illness in the Gospel of Luke

2003

analyzing the illness related terminology of the gospel against
the background of classical medical texts annette weissenrieder
examines the degree to which ancient medical knowledge was
incorporated into the healing narratives of the gospel of luke
thus her work focuses on the crossroads of theology and medical
history her primary reference is the corpus hippocraticum
supplemented by the writings of soranus empedocles and caelius
aurelianus she also examines jewish sources in the light of these
secular medical texts the premise of the study is the
constructivist concept that has been developed in the context of
writing the history of the body that there is no objective view
of the sick body every description of the body is formed by the
cultural norms of a particular society and society s culture
influences the way in which any given illness is seen in
investigating concepts of medicine prevalent in antiquity
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annette weissenrieder brings to light the cultural parameters of
perception specific to luke she deals with gender specific images
of illness as well as with those associated with impurity or
demonic possession her analysis confirms that the concepts of
illness used by the lucan author were profoundly characteristic
of his time she demonstrates how he uses these concepts to
make his central message plausible the presence of divine
reality in the human sphere which can be experienced by both
the physical body and the social body

On Solitude, Conscience, Love and Our
Inner and Outer Lives

2019-07-25

ron haflidson places the theology of augustine in conversation
with contemporary authors who warn of the dangers of
abandoning solitude for constant often technological connection
haflidson addresses an essential question that has previously been
neglected what difference does it make to the practice of
solitude if one believes that even in the absence of any human
company god is always intimately present for augustine solitude
is a moral necessity he recommends that we regularly retreat
from the crowd into the depths of our conscience where we can
dwell alone in the company of god and enter into dialogue
before and with god about who we are and how we love
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throughout this book haflidson pairs close readings of augustine
with those of noted cartographers of our inner lives literary
greats including jane austen george eliot marilynne robinson
and george saunders this book explores what undiscovered
possibilities may lie in solitude

The Triune Story

2019-06-18

at the time of his death in the autumn of 2017 robert w jenson
was arguably america s foremost theologian over the course of a
career spanning more than five decades much of jenson s
thought was dedicated to the theological description of how
scripture should be read what has come to be called theological
interpretation in this rapidly expanding field of scholarship
jenson has had an inordinate impact despite its importance study
of jenson s theology of scriptural interpretation has lagged due in
large part to the longevity of his career and volume of his
output in this book all of jenson s writings on scripture and its
interpretation have been collected for the first time here readers
will be able to see the evolution of jenson s thought on this topic
as well as the scope and intensity of his late period engagement
with it where other twentieth century thinkers rely on non
theological secular methods of scriptural investigation jenson is
willing to let go of respectability for the sake of a truly christian
theological interpretation the result is a genuinely free
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intellectually invigorating exercise in reading and theory from
one of the greatest theologians in the last century

Children in Early Christian Narratives

2015-04-23

sharon betsworth examines the narratives parables and teachings
of and about children in the gospels and the literature of early
christianity betsworth begins with a discussion of the social
historical context of children and childhood in the first century
before discussing the role of children in all four gospels she
shows that for mark and matthew children are integral to
understanding each evangelist s perspective on the reign of god
and on jesus identity in each gospel in the gospel of luke the
childhood of jesus is shown to be crucial to the broader themes of
the gospel in the gospel of john betsworth examines the
metaphorical use of the word children looking at children of
light and of darkness she then explores stories of jesus childhood
in the non canonical infancy gospels of james and thomas as well
as the childhood of his mother mary in the latter shedding light
upon views of children discipleship and the person of jesus in
early christianity and in the ancient world more generally
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What Jesus Learned from Women

2021-02-26

dehumanization has led to serious misinterpretation of the
gospels on the one hand christians have often made jesus so
much more than human that it seemed inappropriate to ask
about the influence other human beings had on him male or
female on the other hand women have been treated as less than
fully human their names omitted from stories and their voices
and influence on jesus neglected when we ask the question this
book does what jesus learned from women puzzling questions
that have frustrated readers of the gospels throughout history
suddenly find solutions weaving cutting edge biblical
scholarship together with an element of historical fiction and a
knack for writing for a general audience james mcgrath makes
the stories of women in the new testament come alive and
sheds fresh light on the figure of jesus as well this book is a must
read for scholars students and anyone else interested in jesus and
or in the role of ancient women in the context of their times

The New Testament and the Theology of
Trust

2022-06-30
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this study argues for the recovery of trust as a central theme in
christian theology and offers the first theology of trust in the
new testament trust is the root meaning of christian faith pistis
fides and trusting in god and christ is still fundamental to
christians but unlike faith and other aspects of faith such as belief
or hope trust is little studied building on her ground breaking
study roman faith and christian faith and drawing on the
philosophy and psychology of trust teresa morgan explores the
significance of trust trustworthiness faithfulness and
entrustedness in new testament writings trust between god
christ and humanity is revealed as a risky dynamic forward
looking life changing partnership god entrusts christ with
winning the trust of humanity and bringing humanity to trust
in god god and christ trust humanity to respond to god s
initiative through christ and entrust the faithful with diverse
forms of work for humanity and for creation human
understanding of god and christ is limited and trust and
faithfulness often fail but imperfect trust is not a deal breaker
morgan develops a new model of atonement showing how trust
enables humanity s release from the power of both sin and
suffering she examines the neglected concept of propositional
trust and argues that it plays a key role in faith this volume
offers a compelling vision of christian trust as soteriological
ethical and community forming trust is both the means of
salvation and an end in itself because where we trust is where
we most fully live
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Doing Theology in the New Normal

2021-07-30

responses to the recent pandemic have been driven by fear
with social distancing and locking down of communities and
borders as the most effective tactics out of fear and strategies that
separate and isolate emerges what has been described as the new
normal which seems to mutate daily truly global in scope with
contributors from across the world this collection revisits four
old responses to crises assure protest trick amend to explore if
how those might still be relevant and effective and or how they
might be mutated during and after a global pandemic together
they paint a grounded earthy context focused picture of what it
means to do theology in the new normal

The Theology of the Gospel of Matthew

1995-05-04

this book first published in 1995 introduces retells and analyses
the gospel of matthew

Early Medieval Text and Image Volume 1

2019
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when she died in 2016 dr jennifer o reilly left behind a body of
published and unpublished work in three areas of medieval
studies the iconography of the gospel books produced in early
medieval ireland and anglo saxon england the writings of bede
and his older irish contemporary adomnán of iona and the early
lives of thomas becket in these three areas she explored the
connections between historical texts artistic images and biblical
exegesis this volume brings together nine studies of the insular
gospel books one of them on the iconography of the st gall
gospels essay 9 was left completed but unpublished on the
author s death it appears here for the first time the remaining
studies published between 1987 and 2013 examine certain
themes and motifs that inform the gospel books their implicit
christology their harmonisation of the four gospel accounts the
depiction of christ crucified and the portrayal of st john the
evangelist two of the books the durham gospels and the gospels
of mael brigte receive particular attention cs1079
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